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Many middle school students cannot adequately use content area
textbooks. This project begins with a review of the research literature related
to this concern. The literature review is followed by a content area reading
program designed for an eighth grade core classroom. The program is
composed of sequential directions and worksheets to teach diverse content
area reading techniques. The relative values of different techniques are
discussed, and suggestions for future studies are offered.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Texts cannot teach children to read, teachers can" (Flood, 1986). Many content
area teachers believe in this precept, but they can be at a loss to act on it. The writer
intends to create a solid, useful tool to teach content area reading in the middle school
classroom. It will be grounded on research, and tested and refined under actual
classroom conditions.

Statement of the Problem
There is a large body of evidence supporting the idea that middle school students
are ill-prepared for the demands of content area reading. It is acknowledged that
reading is an active skill which must be developed. Yet, many content teachers and
students still look upon reading as a passive skill (Spinelli & Siskin, 1987). From their
elementary classes, students are accustomed to reading narrative text, and have seen
reading as an end, not a means to gather information (Duffelmeyer, Baum, & Merkley,
1987). Concepts learned from expository text are generally more complex due to the
inherent nature of such text. Content area reading is not the exclusive bugbear of
weaker students. Average and above average students are also having problems with
written content area material (Jones, 1988).
To compound the problem, teachers and the educational system generally, and
apparently unconsciously, set-up their students for failure. Content area teachers are
rarely trained to diagnose reading problems and lack skills and materials to remediate
them. In addition, administrators often fail to actively encourage or support remediation
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and reading skill instruction from the same teachers (Gillespie & Rasinski, 1989).
A good example of inappropriate methodology is the universal use by teachers of
literal questions to test comprehension after reading an assigned text. Such questions
often fail to increase understanding, or may not relate to truly important information,
yet the practice survives in most classrooms (Nessel, 1987). Finally, most textbooks
and commercially produced materials are unsuitable for most students if used in a
traditional manner. They are consistently too difficult to comprehend for a majority of
the students, and rely on traditional means to enhance readability.
When trying to remediate deficiencies, teachers and other experts have commonly
failed to keep flexibility and eclecticity in mind. Conley and Savage (1985) feel that
one cannot deny the specialization of each content area, and that many reading
remediation models overly stress overall comprehension skills without touching skills
specific to the subject area studied.
The problem needs to be approached on three fronts. It is necessary to study the
behavior and abilities of the students, the systems of instruction, as well as the material
used to deliver the content of the subject area. It is common for systems of remediation
to forgo this eclectic approach, and rely on blitzkrieg-like attacks on a single area of
concern. This usually addresses the main problems, but often neglects some other
smaller factors which are then allowed to escalate.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to analyze, develop, and evaluate systems, methods,
and concepts related to content area reading in the middle school setting. A content area
reading program aimed at those grade levels was the end product. It is appropriate to
note that, just as reading can be ameliorated in order to improve content acquisition,
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content can be used to perfect reading (Wolfe, 1987). In a middle school core setting,
where one teacher covers Language Arts and Social Studies, combining reading
instruction with content acquisition is easy, simple, and can be much more pleasant for
the student. It would also satisfy the spirit and the letter of the state's requirement for
contact hours in each subject.
For example, coupling literature with content coverage, as suggested by Brozo and
Tomlinson (1986), allows the teacher to include some narrative reading in a content
area, making the student feel more comfortable and capable. History being "the telling
of a story, a true one", it seems appropriate in the content area to combine reading
instruction with the teaching of a subject (Gray, 1987). Cousin (1989) emphasizes the
need for content area teachers to instruct students in reading skills, citing Wade's
(1983) review of research studies which proves that such instruction raises achievement
scores.
This project should also be generic in its nature, so that it can be easily transferred
to the many areas covered by middle school social studies programs. Ideally, it should
be possible to transfer most techniques or methods to core classes combinations in a
typical middle school.

Scope and Limitations
Most of the skills, techniques and remedial materials are aimed at the middle school
population, though many of them could be easily used with higher grades. A limited
amount of time was spent on explaining remediation techniques. This does not imply
that disabled readers would be forgotten. It only means that extensive remediation
requires the help of specialists to be successful. This program would not be practical in
its entirety with single subject teachers either. It requires more than passing attention
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and the time constraints of single period instruction may not allow extensive content
area reading training in multiple strategies.

Definition of Terms
Content areas are all the courses included in a school curriculum with the

exception of those which are primarily concerned with reading.
Content area teacher is a teacher whose primary duty is to teach a certain content

area.
Decoding is attacking unknown words using phonics, syllabication, and context.
Expository is the quality of a text that characterizes its main purpose as being a

source of information.
Metacognitive thinking: "controlling one's thought processes, through careful

analysis of the task at hand as well as through monitoring comprehension as one reads"
(Jacobowitz, 1988, p.127).
Middle school is a grouping of grade levels most generally made up of the sixth,

seventh and eighth grades.
Narrative is the quality of a text that characterizes its main purpose as being the

telling of a story.
Phonics are "the sounds represented by the letters in words" (Readence, Bean, &

Baldwin, 1981).
Readability is the quality of a text that allows the reader to comprehend it.
Readability formula is a formula (like the Raygor or Frye Readability Formulas)

which relies on word and sentence length to determine the difficulty of the material.
Social studies is the area of the curriculum related to History, Geography, and other

sciences and studies related to the human race and its development.

Chapter 2

Review Of The Literature

To properly address the problem defined in the first chapter of this project, the act
of reading must first be defined and its basic components must be analyzed. This will
be followed by a review of the concerns, as they relate to material, students, and
instruction. The review will conclude with an appraisal of possible solutions addressing
the concerns we listed.

Defining Reading
What is reading? An excellent answer to this question can be based on a statement
from Spinelli and Siskin (1987). "Reading involves two processes: decoding and
comprehension" (p.120). Readance, Bean and Baldwin (1981) subdivide decoding into
three major subsections: phonics, structural analysis, and context. Ekwall and Shanker
(1988) divide comprehension into two subsections: vocabulary and other
comprehension in general, which would include metacognition, relationships between
text elements, inferential thinking, etc.
A key element binding both decoding and comprehension is the value prior
knowledge brings to efficient and masterful reading. Throughout the literature, the
importance of prior knowledge is reinforced time and time again. For example, Beck
and Carpenter (1986) affirm that the larger useful vocabulary held by the better readers
is one of the strongest and constant correlates of reading ability. In fact, they even
found a direct correlation between good readers and good listeners, and partially
attributed this finding to a prior knowledge base.
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Once the importance of prior knowledge is accepted, it becomes evident that the
reading process is interactive, and that meaning does not depend only on the author
(Flood, 1987; Harp, 1988). The student, when reading successfully, recognizes new
items of information. If the new data do not agree with past information, past cognitive
patterns are modified; otherwise, they verify previous notions (Dennis, McKenna &
Miller, 1989).
Every subject area is not equally difficult to read. Gee, Prater, and Criscoe (1985)
completed a study in which 50 fifth-grade students read passages at three readability
levels from four content areas. They found that those readers understood social studies
and literature passages better than science or mathematic texts.

Concerns with Content Area Reading
Concerns related to content area reading can be divided into three groups: some
relate to the materials used, some have to do with individual students, the others pertain
to content area reading instruction.

Materials
Concerns regarding materials can be divided in to four categories: concerns with
purpose, concerns with readability, concerns with the inherent character of content area
textbooks, and concerns with the quality of the material.
Regarding concerns with purpose, Hill and Erwin (1984) argue that textbooks are
often chosen for their ability to guide, or at least frame, the curriculum for their content
area. This implies that they are aimed at simplifying the life of the teacher, not of the
student. Lunstrum (1987) is even more disquieted by texts and materials that claim to
teach reading but do not do so.
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Regarding concerns with readability, Hill and Erwin ( 1984) note that "the
readability of 49% of all texts was one or more levels above grade of use" (p.110) and
many texts used in eighth and ninth grade actually have readability indexes of college
and professional level. Turner and Algozzine (1985) add a concern with inconsistency
of readability level within the textbooks themselves.
The third concern is brought forward by Bean and Ericson ( 1989). They found that
some inherent characteristics of content textbooks may be the cause of content area
reading problems. A difficult technical vocabulary, new abstract concepts, and events
that are distant from the student's life are typical of such textbooks.
The fourth concern with material occurs when the text is poorly constructed.
Englert, Hiebert and Stewart (1988) cite the following problems: information may be
ambiguous; it conflicts with anticipations; words may be missing; or the material may
be disorganized. Tregaskes and Daines (1989) concur, stressing that "many texts are not
structured to make comprehension easy" (p.52).

Students
The students themselves are at the center of three types of concerns: lack of
experience, lack of generic reading skills, and lack of interest in the subject matter or
reading itself. Up to 50% of secondary students cannot use their content textbooks to
read and learn (Simons, 1989).
Before attempting to examine those concerns, it may be important to pay attention to
McNeil's (1987) assertion on individuality. She claims that, too often, many teachers
tend to categorize students in neat compartmentalized groups, identifying very different
individuals under the same label of poor reader and attempting to address their
problems in the same fashion. This does not increase student confidence and self-
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esteem, and therefore decreases the chances of correctly diagnosing areas of concern
and establishing appropriate remediation and instruction programs.
Lack of experience, the first concern, is two-sided. Upon entering the middle school,
many students are facing expository text for the first time. They have little experience
with content area textbooks. Furthermore, they have, because of their young age, a
small experiential background to rely on (Gray, 1988). The habit of concentrating on
irrelevant details or items of personal interest or the apparent lack of problem solving or
thinking while reading are examples of lack of experience (Schmidt, Barry,
Maxworthy, & Huebsch, 1989).
Generic reading skills are the second area of concern. Those skills are abilities which
pertain not only to content area reading, but any kind of reading. For example, how a
student acts, reflectively or impulsively, when forced to choose between alternative
meaning for a word, clause or sentence, is what Rinehart (1988) calls conceptual tempo,
and it could be identified as a generic reading skill. If a student tends to be impulsive
while reading, comprehension scores are lower than those of reflexive readers. Most of
those generic skills should have been acquired by the time a student enters the middle
school, but poor readers may need help with some of them.
The fact that the students often have little desire to read and comprehend their
textbooks is the third concern in this section. This may be caused by their lack of
interest in the act of reading itself, or the students' attitude toward the subject itself
(Readence, Bean, & Baldwin, 1981). It may also be related to the fact that many
students prefer to learn from the teacher, or believe the teacher will present in class
everything they would learn from the book (Hinchman, 1987).
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Instruction
Throughout the review of the literature, it appears that most concerns with content
area reading are related to the topic of instruction. These concerns can fit into one of
three categories: concerns associated with instructional technique, concerns with the
content area teachers, and concerns with support systems.
Many techniques and skills are essential, or specific, to content area reading. Even
the best students, who are successful with narrative reading or basal readers in the
elementary grades, will probably have problems with content area textbooks if they are
not given direct instruction for reading them. Techniques used to find main ideas are a
common example. Although main idea identification is important with most types of
texts, it becomes crucial when attempting to acquire information through content area
reading (Taylor, Olson, Prenn, Rybczynski, & Zakaluk, 1985).
Tregaskes and Daines ( 1989) also emphasize that poor readers often are unaware of
the use of metacognitive strategies. Students are rarely asked to question new
information, or to actively associate new items with prior knowledge. If testing of one's
belief doesn't happen, misconceptions will be preserved (Duffelmeyer, Baum &
Merkley, 1987).
It is important to choose appropriate techniques. A review of the literature by

Alvermann and Swafford (1989) demonstrates that some commonly used techniques
are ineffective. For example, the technique of structured overview, which is useful in
mathematics, was judged ineffective by most teachers when it was used in social
studies. Another example is offered by Johnson (1988), whose research appears to show
that underlining sentences in textbooks has no significant effect on retention. She could
only find it possibly useful when there is a long period of time between testing and
initial reading, although her research did not attempt to prove this possibility.
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One article indirectly supported the need for careful design and selection of
techniques for a content area reading program. A study by Taylor (1985) on reading
instruction in the content areas found that, although middle school students receiving
content area reading instruction included more facts in their written summaries than
peers who did not receive such instruction, the difference in the quality of the written
summaries was not statistically significant.
Upon closer scrutiny, it appears that the reading instruction given to those students
was not eclectic. It consisted primarily of outlining key facts, paraphrasing, and
summarizing. This differs from the approach advocated in this project, which demands
long-term instruction through multiple approaches and remediation of basic reading
difficulties, as suggested by Lunstrum (1987). Taylor (1985) admits the short period of
instruction may have been inadequate to effect changes; she also mentions that the
instrument she used to gauge improvement may have been improper. Finally, as
mentioned earlier, recognizing the individuality of every student is essential. However,
Taylor's approach did not take into account that individuality, and seemed to take for
granted that all students start at the same level, with the same ability and learning styles.
When considering remediation and instruction of content area reading, many
teachers worry that teaching reading techniques will greatly increase their workload.
Conley (1986) argues that establishing good content area reading with the students
-actually ensures that the teacher will be able to concentrate on other instruction
improvements, since the students will be able to read independently.
Teachers are the next focus of concern in this section on instruction. As explained
by Gee and Rakow (1987) in their survey of reading professors, it is essential for the
practicing classroom teacher to be the one who decides what needs to be done when,
and for whom it might be important. Many teachers do not have the training to be
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effective remediators of content area reading.
Training is essential; for example, it is easy to misevaluate a need for instruction
when using comprehension questions which really pertain with the ability to find
explicit facts in a text (Manolakes, 1988). Still, even when there has been training,
teachers often fail to apply their content area reading knowledge to the classroom
(Dennis, McKenna, & Miller, 1989; Alvermann & Swafford, 1989).
Of concern is also the habit of some teachers to concentrate on one remedial
technique for all problems; this goes against the common sense view that al1 ills cannot
be cured by one remedy. What may be of help to one student may be useless or even
detrimental to another (Memory & Yoder, 1988). Therefore, it is essential to consider
the whole picture and not to concentrate on instruction based strictly on one of the
multiple subskills making up the act of reading (Sharp, 1989).
Teachers must believe and act on the belief that "teaching reading is a necessary and
legitimate part of teaching any content area course" (Gillespie & Rasinski, 1989, p.50).
Yet, in this study and in another one by Lunstrum ( 1987), the researchers found that
outside of English and special education, junior high school teachers spend little time
teaching reading. This behavior appears to be in complete contradiction to another
survey by Irvin and Connors ( 1989), who found that many teachers feel that "content
area reading should be stressed above all other forms" (p.309).
This may be caused by a lack of support or leadership, our last area of concern under
the topic of instruction. According to a study by Gee, Olson and Forester (1989), only
12% of secondary schools had a content area reading program in operation. Reasons
given by teachers for such a state of affairs were obvious; teachers felt inadequately
trained, perceived there was a lack of administrative leadership, and believed that
teaching reading was not the responsibility of content area teachers.
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At the curriculum design level, Irvin and Connors (1989) found that there was a
significant difference in reading curriculum between randomly selected schools and
schools recognized by the Secondary School Recognition program; recognized schools
required reading instruction more frequently. An interesting sidenote to this survey was
that reading instruction dropped markedly as the students went up in grades; while 86%
of recognized schools required reading instruction in 6th grade, only 48% did the same
for their 8th graders.

Appraisal of Possible Solutions
This section on solutions is designed to match the pattern of concerns just completed.
First, solutions to concerns with material will be examined. Solutions related to
concerns with students and instruction will follow.

Materials
Concerns with purpose are easily addressed. A teacher simply has to evaluate the
decision to choose a textbook. The paramount goal of a textbook is to facilitate learning
by the students. Curriculum design, ease of use by the teacher, and cost are factors
which cannot interfere with sound textbook selection.
Concerns with readability level can also be addressed. In order to determine
readability, many sources demonstrate preference for the Fry revised and extended
graph, and a variation, the Raygor Graph. The Fry graph measures readability through a
combination of sentence count and syllable count within a text sample. The Raygor
formula depends on counting sentences and number of words with more than five letters
within a similar sample (Readence, Bean, & Baldwin, 1981). These formulas were
mentioned by Hill and Erwin (1984), who claimed they seemed to "consistently place
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texts toward the middle of the formula placement range" in their comparative study of
readability formulas (p.110). The Raygor graph may be the formula of choice for most
upper grade teachers. It is easier to count letters than syllables, and this produces a more
consistent count between evaluators, reducing the potential for variability.
The third concern brought forth about content area textbooks pertained to their
inherent characteristics. The difficulties they produced appeared to be insurmountable.
The solution here is to rely on material other than textbooks. The use of literature, as
supported by Brozo and Tomlinson (1986), is an example of adapting content area
reading material to the taste and ability of the middle school student; since the student
of those grade levels are much more capable of reading narrative text than expository
text, one can build on success and students' personal interests by providing literature
related to the subject at hand. It is also easier for students to identify with some of the
facts presented in non-fiction trade books (Abrahamson & Carter, 1991).
Newspapers are a simple and economical way of bringing relevant and interesting
material to the classroom . They cover living history and their content is generally
written at a relatively low reading level. They can be useful to teach comparison and
contrast, cause and effect, facts and opinions, even map and globe skills. They also are
of use to teach how to extract information from a plain expository format (Wells,
Reichbach, Kossack, & Dungey, 1987).
Responding to concerns regarding the poor construction of certain textbooks is
simple. Singer (cited in Hood, 1986) created a checklist of eight important features that
should be found in a text; they are organization, discourse consistency, cohesiveness,
explication, conceptual density, metadiscourse, instructional features, and instructional
appropriateness.
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Students
When considering instruction or remediation of individual students, it is important
to remember that capable students learn best by "doing", while the poor reader may
profit from more specific and explicit training (Folds & Best, 1987). The first concern
is to address with the students is a possible lack of generic reading skills. Prior to any
instruction, those skills should be gauged, in order to allocate resources and material
that are suitable and useful.
When testing for reading skills in a content area, the teacher should use texts related
to that content area. If testing for all-around reading ability in general, regardless of a
certain content area, the teacher should submit texts from many content areas. This is
supported by Gee, Prater, and Criscoe (1985), as well as Gee and Rakow (1987). In
order to evaluate students' reading ability, Henk and Helfeldt (1985) suggest Group
Reading Inventories. Based on Informal Reading Inventories, Group Reading
Inventories help the teacher in determining what are a student's independent,
instructional and frustration level of reading. At the instructional level, the student can
comprehend a text with some outside help, while at frustration level, the act of reading
overly impedes with comprehension (Taylor, Harris, & Pearson, 1988). The levels are
determined by the accuracy demonstrated in word recognition and comprehension. This
meets the definition of reading we adhered to at the beginning of this chapter.
Another method used to evaluate a student's reading ability is the Cloze test, as
described by Hayes (1988). After the teacher takes out every fifth word in a text's
passage; the student is asked to insert a word in each blank. Exact replacement is
required, but a score of 40 to 60 % is acceptable for instructional purposes. This method
allows the teacher to use the very text intended for the students, and would be a very
interesting and useful technique to perform at the beginning of the school year.
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While reading, some students may have problems with concentrating on the task at
hand. Memory and Yoder (1988) recommend a list of suggestions for improving
concentration. By asking the students to test each of the suggestions, the teacher boosts
interest, gives a large measure of independence to the students, and increases the
chances a student will adopt one of the techniques suggested. If used with follow-up
activities, even lukewarm students should have a good opportunity to rehearse
appropriate techniques.
Some techniques, such as cohesive relationship instruction, are aimed at the very
deficient student (Arnold, 1988). Cohesive ties are elements of language which hold
clauses and sentences together, such as conjunctions and demonstrative adjectives.
Such words should have been learned and understood before the student entered middle
school. Yet, if a student does not understand what they are, basic comprehension of any
text, narrative or expository, will be very difficult. The student needs them to gather
information into meaningful chunks.
Although it was previously expressed that underlining might not improve retention,
teacher generated underlining might make the reading task easier for the poor reader
according to Nist and Hogrebe ( 1987). The authors claimed that teacher underlining
causes readers' attention to be drawn more by markings than the actual important
sections of a text. They also maintained that the act of underlining is not as important to
comprehension as is reading the underlined material.
The second concern is the lack of experience demonstrated by many students; this is
experience with the subject studied, as well as experience with expository text. In order
to establish a base from which to teach, Amerine (1986) would have the teacher clearly
ascertain what the students know about about the topic. This can be done through
informal surveys, oral or written. This is important since new information will be
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assimilated more efficiently and permanently if it is tied to past learning (Manolakes,
1988). Anticipation guides are commonly used to accomplish this. Anticipation guides
are written hand-outs demanding the students to identify personal beliefs and
experiences related to the topic they are about to read. They often include post-reading
exercises contrasting pre-reading answers to post-reading answers (Duffelmeyer, Baum,
& Merkley, 1987).

If there is a lack of student interest, teachers must undertake methods that are
purposeful and interesting. An engaged student will not need external incentives from
the teacher, as appropriately pointed out by Nessell (1987). By integrating skill
acquisition with content area learning, the students apprehend immediacy and purpose
and this is the key to high interest for the subject (Wolfe, 1987). Combining skill
acquisition with content area reading can be accomplished through instruction in
metacognitive strategies. They are a crucial element of building awareness of the
learning process, and they have the added benefits of increasing students' confidence
and independence (Gee & Rakow, 1987).
Building on interest, Brownson (1988) uses thematic units. This integrated approach
creates high interest and involves the students in many problem-solving situations. She
also adds a cloze activity at the beginning of each units. This allows her to verify prior
knowledge, while triggering interest and asking the students to take risks.

Instruction
Concerns with instruction were categorized as concerns with content area teachers,
concerns with instructional techniques, and concerns with support systems. It is the
teacher's behavior and his style of instruction that are the most easily modified
variables capable of improving reading in content area. Unless a positive and proactive
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attitude is reached, the teacher will not implement any of the solutions brought forth so
far. An indirect benefit of improving content area reading is that the teacher may be
better able to focus and organize the lesson at hand. A teacher cannot expect to teach a
student some basic metacognitive strategies if he doesn't understand them himself; it is
his duty to learn and teach students how to process information, and to realize when the
processing system is not working. When doing so, professional improvement will
accompany students' progress (Conley, 1986).
The teacher does not need to be the only instructor; Uttero (1988) indicates that peer
teaming allows the students to share ideas, encouraging them to participate actively and
strongly activating cognitive schema. An unexpected benefit from this approach is a
decrease in inattention, due to increased participation and comprehension.
Whether teaching is done by the teacher or the students, it should include modeling.
Most authors support the principle of modeling any new strategy (Johnson, 1989;
Duffy, Roehler & Herrmann, 1988). Regarding thinking patterns and problem solving
while reading, Schmidt, et al. (1989) claim: ''The most important thing for a teacher to
do is to make thinking public by engaging the students in a dialogue about how
important ideas are selected and what relationship these ideas have to one another"
(p.430). In addition to modeling is the need for practice ; most students need to practice
any reading technique extensively to be able to control it efficiently (Blair & Rupley,
1988).
Addressing concerns with instructional techniques needs to be based on a definition
of reading. If one agrees that content area reading depends on decoding and
comprehension, then the techniques presented in the literature will fall under one of
these categories. Decoding is a process which should be controlled by the time a student
enters the middle school, yet few content area reading techniques directly address
deficiencies in this domain. If a student's evaluation, performed during group reading
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inventories, demonstrates the need for remediation, personnel should generally be
available to provide services. If this is not possible or practical, the teacher needs to
resort to some of the techniques explained in more detail in many reading remediation
textbooks. This is not within the direct scope of this project, although some diagnosis
and remediation material is offered in Chapter 4 of this project.
Concerns with techniques related to comprehension can also be broken into two
main subdivisions: one pertains to vocabulary, the other to all the other comprehension
skills. Before effective reading can happen, crucial or difficult vocabulary should be
introduced or reviewed. Techniques related to vocabulary acquisition are Concept of
Definition instruction, mnemonics, and sketching.
Vocabulary acquisition is examined in depth by Schwartz (1988) in his description
of Concept of Definition (C.D.) instruction. Like many other techniques, C.D. relies
heavily on prior knowledge to acquire new vocabulary. Based on schema theory, it
demands of students the use of context clues, previously acquired concepts, selfevaluation and recall to internalize new words.
Mnemonic techniques can also be used. Konopak and Williams (1988) advocate the
keyword method. When using the keyword method, students tie a mental image to new
information. That mental picture "should be directly related to the content, transform it
in a meaningful way, and be familiar to the students" (p. 684). It is simple, pleasant and
often humorous, which should ensure that it will be remembered and used. Once
acquired, new vocabulary needs to be rehearsed. To do so, students can play a game
consisting of sketching illustrations representing important words and guessing answers
within small groups (Owsley, 1989).
To alleviate concerns with other comprehension skills, a multitude of techniques are
offered. They are graphic organizers, study guides, the Global Method, the use of a
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heuristic, writing, guided imagery, the Multiple Response Technique, story frames, and
a number of metacognitive strategies. Graphic organizers appear to be a crucial portion
of many instructional techniques in content area reading (Jones, 1988; FosterHavencamp, 1988). A graphic organizer summarizes the important information in a
text. It can also introduce new vocabulary. It uses a hierarchical frame to explain
relationships between concepts within a topic. The most common types of graphic
organizers describe the basic relationships of cause/effect, comparison/contrast,
chronology, simple lists, or problem/solution.
Bean, Sorter, Singer and Frazee (1986) suggest combining graphic organizers with a
set of options for predicting outcomes. This should help students gain insight in history,
as well as increase interest. This supplement is very similar to the anticipation guides
mentioned earlier when we mentioned the importance of tying prior knowledge to new
information. Cunningham and Cunningham (1987) suggest the use of feature matrix, a
technique equivalent to a chart type graphic organizer. They also recommend webs,
outlines and timelines, other graphic organizers which have already been presented.
Gee and Rakow (1987) polled reading specialists and found them to favor study
guides. In a study by Alvermann and Swafford (1989), 90% of the teachers reporting
the use of multi-level guides were applying them to social studies courses. Bean and
Ericson (1989), Dennis, McKenna and Miller (1989), as well as Conley (1986), also
recommend them, if they are based on multiple levels of questions.
The first level of a multi-level guide is built from explicit questions. The second is
related to implicit facts, and the third one relates to experiential knowledge. It is
important to have all three levels of questioning in a study guide to force the student to
think when answering. This not only improves comprehension, but also builds up a base
for discussion, which can be held in small groups or with the whole class (Smith, 1987).
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Another approach to building study guides is offered by Muth (1987). He suggests
building questions based on the structures underlying the content of the textbook, such
as cause-effect and compare-contrast. This view is backed by Finley and Seaton (1987),
who claim that history texts are largely based on cause-effect relationships.
The next technique of interest is the Global Method (Sullivan, 1986). It is an
extension of the language experience approach, and it can be applied to the content
areas. It involves drawing and writing, increases observational skills, and concentrates
on questioning as a mean of learning. It is of value when taking notes after reading.
Writing is similarly mentioned by Jones (1988). She stresses that essay writing helps in
paraphrasing information, allowing the students to create mental maps of the
information they hold.
A heuristic is presented by Brozo (1988) as a writing prompt in response to
expository text. It allows readers to connect past experiences with the content area text
the are exploring. A technique associated with this view of reading is Read-React
(Zynda, 1988). It asks the students to react to the text they read. They should clearly
demonstrate, orally or in a written fashion, how they feel about what they are learning
from their reading, as they read the text. There should be no delay in the reaction time
after the students have been correctly trained; this should ensure immediate contact
between new patterns of learning and past experiences and cognitive patterns.
Writing can be used as a technique which will improve comprehension. Jeremiah
(1988) suggests the use of simple written summaries based on compact verbs and
nouns. One caveat about using writing is offered by Simpson, Hayes, Stahl, Connor,
and Weaver (1988); they feel that if writing is teacher directed and limited, as in a
teacher directed summary, learning will be more limited than if it is oriented by the
writer. Sharp (1989) advocates the use of computers when writing. Word processing
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enhances the appearance of the text and eliminates repeated typing when editing.
Databases can be created to establish personalized vocabulary resources.
The number of metacognitive strategies is impressive; they outnumber any other
content area reading techniques in the number of journal articles devoted to them. The
alphabet soup of metacognitive strategies studied in this review of the literature include
SQ3R, S-RUN, P-R-E-V, DRTA, PORPE, RESPONSE, and PSRT. Though they
appear to differ by title, they all have in common a basic sequence of steps. They
generally consist of a pre-reading activity, a reading portion, a post-reading activity tied
to questions or anticipation raised at the pre-reading level, and a verification section.
The technique mentioned most often is SQ3R. Based on surveying the text before it
is read, it emphasizes the need for prior knowledge to assimilate information more
efficiently and permanently. Because it is teacher independent, unlike advance
organizers, it allows a greater measure of freedom to the reader (Jacobowitz, 1988).
A modification of SQ3R, proposed by Bailey (1988), is called S-RUN. This
acronym stands for Survey, Reading, Underline or Understand, and Notetaking. Also
related to SQ3R are P-R-E-V (Ferguson & Kennedy, 1985), DRTA (Lehman & Crook,
1989), and PORPE (Simpson, et al, 1988); P-R-E-V's acronym stands for Predict,
Read, Eliminate, and Verify, while PORPE stands for Predict, Organize, Rehearse,
Practice, and Evaluate. DRTA is stands for Directed Reading-Thinking Activity. It
essentially follows the steps outlined in PORPE, but its structure is more suitable for
lower grades.
RESPONSE is similar to SQ3R and P-R-E-V, using a standard form to ask students
to identify important points, write down questions occurring during reading, and
pinpoint new terms, concepts, vocabulary and names. The acronym loosely stands for
the steps of this technique; it requires notetaking while reading, identifying needed
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notes.
Another method combining many concepts is PSRT, which means Prepare,
Structure, Read and Think (Simons, 1989). Rooted on the theories supporting
interactive learning, interaction between text and student, and schema theory, it is an
interesting blend of ideas previously illustrated in SQ3R, Extended Graphic Organizers,
and many others. PSRT demands recall of prior knowledge, linkage to information
gained from reading the new text, and use of schema to organize the information
acquired from reading. All the metacognitive techniques which emphasize predicting
outcomes closely follow the research of Bean et al. (1986). Students' interest is usually
high when they are offered a chance to test their own vision of what might or should
have happened.
Though the previous metacognitive strategies have many supporters, they also have
opponents. For example, Walton and Hoblitt (1989) found that many students who
]earned techniques such as SQ3R stopped using them because they find them too time
consuming. Instead, they suggest building story frames for texts which include a central
character, a problem or issue, and a verifiable outcome. The story frame is made of a
list of possible characters, settings, central issues, plans, and outcomes. Students choose
a term from each list, building a plausible story; they foJlow this with reading,
correction of incorrect choices, and rewriting of a correct story frame.
Some methods cannot be used by students without the help of a teacher; one
example is guided imagery (Harp, 1988). Much research has proven that it is very
effective in enhancing comprehension. By encouraging students to create pictures in
their mind as the teacher reads the text to be studied, students are able to comprehend
the text more effectively than if the teacher preceded the reading with comprehension
questions.
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The last technique reviewed is the Multiple Response Technique (MRT). Davey
(1989) suggests preserving the principle of questioning by enhancing it with this
technique. With MRT, all students respond simultaneously to the teacher's questions,
who then underlines the most appropriate response. This technique is not suitable for
critical reading or when the teacher wants to elicit opinions from the students.
The last type of concern presented under the topic of instruction was concerns with
the support systems. Recent articles rarely dealt with concrete solutions to this problem.
Gee, Olson and Forester (1989), as well as Irvin and Connors (1989) clearly discuss the
merit of teacher training, prior to employment and during inservice sessions, as well as
district-wide plans for integrating content area reading into basic curriculum, but no
specific strategies for approaching this problem are offered.

Summary

Through this review of recent professional literature related to content area reading,
some basic facts allowing us to build a useful, coherent program of diagnosis,
remediation and instruction in content area reading were revealed.
Reading is made up of two processes, decoding and comprehension. Most concerns
related to reading could fit into three categories. The first category related to materials.
Authors seemed to be concerned with readability, with the inherent character of content
area textbooks, with the purpose of textbook selection, and with the quality of the
material available. The second type of concerns was tied to the student entering the
middle school arena. Lack of experience, lack of generic reading skills, and lack of
interest in the subject matter and in reading itself were the three elements in this
section. The third type of concerns dealt with instruction. Experts were concerned with
the instructional techniques used in content area reading, with the content area teachers,
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and with the support systems backing the teachers.

In Chapter 4, a sequential plan for content area reading will be developed, in
accordance with the research presented in this chapter and the procedure presented in
Chapter 3.

Chapter 3

Procedure Used
The procedure for constructing the content area reading program can be broken down
into four basic steps: problem identification, information acquisition, analysis and
evaluation of information, and design of program materials.
After two years of teaching core classes in a small rural school, the problem presented
in Chapter 1 became evident. Students were not prepared to read the content material
assigned. That same material often inadequateIy served the students, and their teacher
was insufficiently trained to help.
When the problem was presented to school administrators and other teachers, it was
acknowledged, but no comprehensive remedial and instructional systems were available.
Some inservice funds were provided, and the quest for information began.
Over a period of two years, information was gathered from many sources. The
impetus for most of the program came from classes held at Central Washington
University during the summers of 1989, 1990, and 1991. Some classes presented
approaches to diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties; others were aimed at
curriculum development, research in education, and developmental psychology.
Meanwhile, an extensive review of recent professional literature was completed; over
a period of three years, a large quantity of journal articles, textbooks, trade books and
other media was acquired or borrowed. Most new concepts were discussed with experts
and peers.
Inservice sessions were held at Lopez School District in 1990 and 1991. Presented by
Felice Kaufmann and Marilyn Sprick, they addressed the needs of underachieving
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talented students and less talented students. A session sponsored by City University on
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children at risk was also of great use.
During the 1990--1991 school year, most of the techniques mentioned in the review
of the literature, as well as those studied during reading courses, were used with the 8th
grade students of the new Lopez Middle School. Errors in presentation, suggestions from
students, as well as hints from teachers and were used to evaluate effectiveness
informally. Dave Anderson, the school counselor for Lopez Schools, was of great help in
teaching some of the techniques, something he had been doing with those students for
years. His experience, knowledge, support, and comments were greatly appreciated. It is
interesting to note that his graduate training and thesis, as school counselor, were aimed
at study skills.
The process of compiling the many parts of a teacher's manual began in June 1991.
Since this project had actually been in progress for years, it was relatively easy to define
its scope and limitations. A formal written review of the literature was completed. A
teacher's manual was developed, following a pattern which allowed using only the
techniques which are suitable or of interest; within each technique, a patterned, sequential
approach was the goal. New worksheets were constructed for increased effectiveness and
a more professional format and appearance. A complete bibliography was completed,
allowing deeper study of the individual techniques and theories. Finally, conclusions and
related recommendations were moved from memory to paper.
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Chapter 4

Content Area Reading Instructional Program

This chapter is a compendium of techniques and procedures found in the review of
the literature. It also includes a suggested sequence of application for those techniques
and procedures. The material in this chapter attempts to address the concerns expressed
in Chapter 2 through the use of solutions found in the same chapter. It is designed for
use in the 8th grade core class at Lopez Middle School. Nevertheless, it should be
appropriate for any middle school block class.
The chapter begins with an overview of the sequence of operations and a section on
some educational approaches universally applicable to most of the techniques presented
in this chapter. This is followed by the different sections making up the sequence of
operations. Each section begins with a basic explanation of its content, followed by
descriptions of each technique, method or process. Sources are furnished within each
description; this allows for a review of the research before using any of the techniques.

Sequence of Operations
To establish success in content area reading with all students, there should be
assessment of abilities and concerns, remediation of any deficiencies, instruction of new
concepts and methods, and evaluation of the results.
At the beginning of the year, a number of concerns must be assessed. First,
students' abilities, the textbooks readability and suitability, and the teacher's
preparation and attitude will be identified. Students and textbooks must be matched,
and supplemental material identified. After assessment, the needs of students who
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demonstrated reading deficiencies must be addressed; remediation may be coordinated
with special services staff if the needs are extensive.
Instruction adapted to the ability levels of the students will begin at the same time as
remediation. It will cover the areas of decoding, vocabulary, and comprehension.
Evaluations of the students' progress and of the program effectiveness will follow at
regular intervals, as an essential part of the educational cycle.

Approaches
When preparing to use any of the techniques in this manual, the teacher should take
into account the basic approaches of modeling, practice, and cooperative learning.
These approaches are mentioned in many of the articles reviewed in chapter two.
Modeling, the first approach to be discussed, must include two key elements to be
successful. First, teachers "must focus on transferring metacognitive control from
themselves to the students; second, they must model mental processes, not procedural
steps" (Duffy, Roehler, & Herrman, 1988, p.763). Four steps are proposed:
• present any technique using the actual text
• describe mental processing that clearly illustrate how the teacher actually reasons
through the information
• provide both examples and non-examples
• frequently give the students a chance to express themselves.
Another approach is practice. To guarantee successful practice, the teacher must
first make sure that all activities and materials are appropriate for the lesson to be
taught. The readability level should match the capacity of each students, even if it
means that texts have to be adapted for some students. Allowing for variable types of
practice is also essential, as well as adjusting the length of time for maximum learning
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and ensuring that the students understand exactly what they are expected to do.
The third approach recommended is cooperative learning. Cooperative learning is a
powerful and effective approach in teaching many content area techniques (Uttero,
1988). It can be used with connection questions, concept acquisition, multi-level study
guides. In cooperative learning, students learn to work in small heterogeneous groups to
reach a common goal. Cooperative learning happens over three phases: connection,
guided independent reading, and follow up.
In the connection phase, students work together to activate and extend prior
knowledge. The activities used at that time can be brainstorming, categorization,
compare and contrast, or any of the preview techniques, such as advanced organizers or
option guides. In the independent reading phase, students read the text with the help of
study guides, outlining questions, paraphrasing, or any of the comprehension techniques
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described later in this manual. In the follow up phase, students work in small groups
again. They can use any of the review techniques described later in this chapter.

Assessment and Preparation
Material
When testing for readability, a large selection of excerpts is not necessary. There is
no significant change in readability estimates between sample sizes of three, six or nine
excerpts, as long as those excerpts are taken from the beginning, the middle and the end
of the textbooks (Hill & Erwin, 1984). In this project, the Raygor readability formula is
recommended for pre-screening of books.
A good step for textbook adoption would be to ask publishers for references.
Contacting the teachers, not administrators, will give a clear indication of the
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appropriateness of a text. Because of the heterogenous quality of many classrooms, a
variety of materials should be made available, so that a student can be provided with an
appropriate text. Tradebooks should be considered as a good source of alternative
material, as well as newspapers.

Student

The first procedure to complete is the Reading Attitude Questionnaire. It is followed
by an interest inventory. The next procedure to be introduced should be the Group
Reading Inventory. This procedure is closely related to Informal Reading Inventory and
takes a relatively small amount of time for all the benefits resulting from it. The next
step is to use the Maze or Cloze procedures to verify that the student can use the
textbook assigned to him or her. This should be followed by a formal introduction to
the textbooks with a textbook survey.
When testing for reading ability in a content area, the teacher should use texts
related to that content area. If testing for all-around reading ability in general, the
teacher should submit texts from many content areas (Gee, Prater, & Criscoe, 1985).

Teacher

No instruments are included to estimate the teacher's preparation. If a teacher is
reading and using this project, it probably demonstrates that most of the concerns
mentioned in chapter 2 regarding teachers have been addressed. Those concerns were
that some teachers have training deficiencies, do not use a variety of instructional
techniques and approaches, and do not value content area reading instruction.

The Raygor Readability Formula

Source: Readence. J.E., Bean, T.W., & Baldwin, RS. (1981)
Time required: 15 minutes
C. A. R. concerns addressed: material readability
Other concerns addressed: metacognitive processes, mathematics
Description: This readability formula is easy enough for students to use, and limits
possibility for mistakes by its unambiguous criteria for scoring
Potential problems: As with most readability formulas, variability within the text and
inherent inaccuracies can add up to errors of one or more reading level
when scoring.
Methodology: The teacher should consider having the students themselves use this
formula. It could easily become part of a mathematics, social studies, and
language arts combination assignment. Most students enjoy rating the
books they or their parents read.
Step 1: Count out three 100-word passage at the beginning, middle,and end of a
textbook selection. Count proper nouns but not numbers.
Step 2: Count the number of sentences in each 100-word passage, estimating to the
nearest tenth for partial sentences.
Step 3: Count the number of words with more than five letters.
Step 4: Average the sentence length and word length measures over the three samples
and plot the average on the graph included in the Appendix. The grade level nearest the
spot marked is the best estimate of the difficulty of the selection ..
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Reading Attitude Questionnaire
Source: Taylor, B., Harris, L.A., & Pearson, P.D. (1988)
Time required:15 minutes for preparation, 10 minutes for administration, one hour for
evaluation
C. A. R. concerns addressed: students' abilities, students' interest
Other concerns addressed: language arts performance
Description: The Reading Attitude questionnaire helps the teacher determine which
students are at risk. It also indirectly establishes the importance of reading
in the classroom.
Potential problem: The teacher may let the survey have a halo effect on future
evaluation of students' performance in reading.
Methodology: The survey should be described in a non-threatening manner. Students
should be clearly told that there are no right or wrong answers. The survey
attempts to determine if the student reads, how, when and where reading
is done, what is read, and why the student reads.
Step 1: Duplicate survey from the Appendix (p.72). Individual recording folders should
be prepared for every students if this has not already been done.
Step 2: Clearly introduce the survey as a non-summative activity. Explain that it is
strictly for helping students, and that grades will not and cannot be influenced by
answers on this type of assignment.
Step 3: Distribute surveys. Give ample time to complete. Evaluate individual answers
to help establish course of action when instructing or remediating.
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Interest Inventory
Source: Taylor, B., Harris, L.A., & Pearson, P.D. (1988)
Time required: 15 minutes for preparation, 20 minutes for administration, two hours
for evaluation
C. A. R. concerns addressed: students' abilities, students' interest, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: building rapport, performance in other classes
Description: The Interest Inventory helps the teacher determine which students are at
risk. It also indirectly establishes the importance of reading in the
classroom and in everyday life.
Potential problem: Students may have problems answering some of the questions
without extensive reflection. Address this problem by allowing students to
modify answers throughout the year.
Methodology: The inventory should be introduced in a non-threatening manner.
Students should be told that there are no right or wrong answers. The
inventory attempts to determine the student interests, with a heavy
emphasis on reading interests.
Step 1: Duplicate inventory from the Appendix (p.73). Individual recording folders
should be prepared for every students if this has not already been done.
Step 2: Introduce the inventory as a non-summative activity. Explain that it is strictly
for helping students, and that grades will not and cannot be influenced by answers on
this type of assignment.
Step 3: Distribute inventories. Give ample time to complete. You may decide to assign
this as pass/fail homework; reasonable attempts at answering most questions count as a
passing grade. Evaluate individual answers to help establish course of action when
assigning material.

Group Reading Inventory
Source: Henk, W.A., & Helfeldt, J.P. (1985).
Time required: 1 hour for preparation, 30 minutes for first testing session, 20 minutes
each for the other two sessions, one-half hour for scoring and evaluation of
each testing session.
C. A. R. concerns addressed: generic reading skills, students' reading level
Other concerns addressed: suitability of adopted textbook
Description: The Group Reading Inventory is used to determine which students can use
the textbook and material chosen for the course. Those who do not match
a certain range of ability can be assigned different material.
Potential problem: The teacher may overrate the importance of this test.
Methodology: Follow the steps in the exact sequence given. For additional sources of
the basis for this technique, read any remediation textbook discussing
Informal Reading Inventories, such as Ekwall and Shanker (1988).
Step 1: Identify a content area passage for each of the grade levels within the expected
range of student performance in the class This range should spread, according to
research, three grade levels above and below the grade the students are in. Develop a set
of related comprehension questions for each passage. Use the Raygor readability
formula to grade the passages.
Step 2: Clearly introduce the testing as a non-summative activity. Explain that the first
passage may be too easy or too difficult some students. Give the passage at the middle
reading level to all students.
Step 3: Score tests. For the next testing session, students who scored 70% or above are
assigned a passage two grade levels above the initial passage; students who scored
below 70% will receive a passage two grade levels below the initial passage.
Step 4: Students complete second testing session. Score tests. For the next testing
session, students who scored 70% or above are assigned a passage one grade level
above the second passage; students who scored below 70% will receive a passage one
grade level below the second passage.
Step 5: Score tests. Schedule a fourth testing session if any students scored outside the

range of the first three sessions.
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The Cloze Procedure
Source: Readence. J.E., Bean, T.W., & Baldwin, R.S. (1981)
Time required: 30 minutes for preparation, 30 minutes for delivery
C. A. R. concerns addressed: material readability, comprehension, basic reading
skills
Other concerns addressed: textbook selection
Description: The Cloze procedure is a quick and easy way to test correct matching of
student and textbook. It involves the systematic substitution of a blank
space for words in a text selection. By supplying the proper words in the
place of blanks in a short passage, the students demonstrate the ability to
decode and comprehend the text.
Potential problems: The lack of student familiarity with such a design may be the
greatest problem. The teacher should introduce this procedure in a totally
non-threatening manner. Since only exact substitutions are allowed to
score as correct answers, some students may consider this technique as
unfair when a proper synonym was used.
Methodology: Group practice of this technique might be desired, in order to alleviate
tension and nervousness. Due to objective scoring system, self-scoring by
the students is possible.
Step 1: Choose a passage as close to the beginning of the text as possible. This should
be as close to 300 words as possible, and constitute continuous text..
Step 2: Leave the first 25 words intact, then substitute a blank of uniform length for
every fifth word. Continue until you substituted 50 words. Words remaining after the
50th words are left intact.
Step 3: Administer the Cloze test, reminding the students that they should supply only
one word for each blank. They should be encouraged to guess; misspellings count as
correct if the word is recognizable. Read the entire test to the class after they read it
once silently. Do not set time limits.
Step 4: Score the test. Only exact replacements count as correct. Scores above 60%
mean that the text is too easy for the student. Scores within the 40% to 60% range
indicate adequate reading level. Scores below 40% indicate that the text is too difficult.
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The Maze Procedure

Source: Readence. J.E., Bean, T.W., & Baldwin, R.S. (1981)
Time required: 45 minutes for preparation, 15 minutes for delivery
C. A. R. concerns addressed: material readability, comprehension, basic reading
skills
Other concerns addressed: textbook selection
Description: The Maze procedure is another way to test correct matching of student
and textbook. It is a modification of the Cloze Procedure. The teacher
supplies three possible words for each blank.
Potential problems: The lack of student familiarity with such a design is a problem ..
Only exact substitutions are allowed to score as correct answers, but the
fact that some options are offered may alleviate some of the feelings of
unfairness expressed by the students.
Methodology: Due to objective scoring system, self-scoring by the students is possible.
This technique takes a longer time to prepare for than the Cloze
procedure.
Step 1: Choose a passage as close to the beginning of the text as possible. This should
be as close to 300 words as possible, and constitute continuous text..
Step 2: Leave the first 25 words intact, then substitute a blank of uniform length for
every fifth word. Continue until you substituted 50 words. Words remaining after the
50th words are left intact.
Step 3: For each blank, offer three choices for substitution. One should be the correct
answer, one should be syntactically correct, but semantically incorrect, and a third one
should be syntactically incorrect.
Step 3: Administer the Maze test, reminding the students that they should circle one of
the three words furnished for each blank. Students should be encouraged to guess. Read
the entire test to the class after they read it once silently. Do not set time limits.
Step 4: Score the test. Scores of 85% and above mean that the text is too easy for the
student. Scores within the 50% to 85% range indicate adequate reading level. Scores
below 50% indicate that the text is too difficult.
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Textbook Survey
Source: Readence. J.E., Bean, T.W., & Baldwin, R.S. (1981)
Time required: one period
C. A. R. concerns addressed: material readability, basic reading skills
Other concerns addressed: study skills
Description: This technique improves the chances a student will use all the features
available from the textbooks.
Potential problems: Students may fail to understand the importance of this survey.
Deficient readers are most liable to underestimate the need for this
exercise.
Methodology: This survey is derived from a testing system aimed at determining the
suitability of a textbook selection for individual students. It can be used in
an evaluative manner, strictly as a teaching tool. No matter what, it should
be used in the first week of school, or as soon as the textbook is
introduced.
Step 1: Choose a short, three to four page selection for students to read.
Step 2: Create a survey worksheet (See Appendix). It should include a survey of the
study aids (eight to ten questions), a section on vocabulary knowledge (four to six
questions), and conclude with seven to nine comprehension questions.
Step 3: Distribute the survey. Give the students unlimited time, within reason, to
complete the survey.

If the survey is used for evaluation, scoring can help determine textbook suitability.
Scores of 86% and above mean that the text is too easy for the student. Scores within
the 64% to 85% range indicate adequate reading level. Scores below 64% indicate that
the text is too difficult.
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Remediation

Remediation should be approached in cooperation with the district's reading
specialist. With proper training and the help of useful textbooks, such as Ekwall and
Shanker's Diaenosis and Remediation of the Disabled Reader (1988), the content area
teacher can address many remediation need in the classroom and in the context of the
content area or the block classes.
Diagnosis, and possibly remediation if a need is proven, must occur if some
concerns were raised during the assessment and preparation section of the content area
reading program. The following items should be cause for concern: the student's
reading level appeared to be below his grade level when completing the Group Reading
Inventory; the student's score was below minimums when completing the Maze or
Cloze procedure; the student failed the textbook survey, when it was used for
evaluation purposes. Diagnosis and remediation should also obviously happen if the
student was part of a reading or special education program in the previous grade.
The most practical tool for diagnosis appears to be the Informal Reading Inventory
(Ekwall, Shanker, 1988). When looking for passages suitable for the IRI, the teacher
can use commercial material, newspaper or magazines, or basal readers. It is also
possible to quickly write passages of interest, and test them with the Raygor formula, or
a computer based utility such as TextCount, which is based on the Gunning-Fog Index
(Kirkpatrick, no date furnished). This index is based on sentence count, just like the
Raygor Readability Formula, but differs from the Raygor by defining difficult words as
words with three syllables or more.
When areas of deficiencies are identified, remediation can proceed according to
procedures delineated by Ekwall and Shanker ( 1988) in their text; a complete coverage of
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remediation is not within the scope of this project. In order to simplify remedial work in
some areas, two procedures are included. The first one is a technique used to teach
cohesive relationship, a basic reading skill commonly lacking in disabled content area
readers. A computer program designed as part of the appendix to simplify assessment
and remediation of sight vocabulary and basic sight vocabulary. Sight vocabulary is the
group of words recognized by a student recognizes by sight, while basic sight
vocabulary is composed of all the words anyone above third-grade level reading ability
should recognize on sight.
Though remediation may be in progress with any one student, instruction in new
content area reading skills should still be pursued. The material used for instruction
may need adaptation, but self-esteem should be spared by including all students in the
instructional process. It is important to remember that social interactions are the most
important element of a middle school student's life.

Cohesive Relationships
Source: Arnold, R.D. (1988).
Time required: variable, depending on students prior knowledge
C. A. R. concerns addressed: generic reading skills, students' reading level,
comprehension
Other concerns addressed: logic and reasoning
Description: Cohesive ties are a very basic element of language, but could be
misunderstood by the less capable student, or the student using English as
a second language. They are a crucial part of reading expository text in
social studies.
Potential problem: Very deficient students may require an inordinate amount of time
for remediation in cohesive ties.
Methodology: Using small group or individual instruction, cover the list of cohesive
ties found below. Use modeling, and practice. Peer tutoring or cooperative
learning would be of great use in this case. Make sure you explain all
terms under practical and immediately applicable conditions.
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Reference ties are words which refer the reader to previous things, thoughts or persons
(i.e. nouns). In the following pairs of sentences, some words in italics are reference ties;
notice how they refer to the word in boldface in the first sentence of the pair.
Bob went to Stevens Pass. He rented skis there.
A bear was by the house. The bear was quite big.

Substitution ties are words replacing another one, a clause, or a complete sentence. In
the following pairs of sentences, some words in italics are substitution ties; notice how
they refer to the word(s) in boldface in the first sentence of the pair.
Did you go to the dance last night? Yes, I did.
Catch the ball! Good! Now, throw it back.
Ellipsis happens when a word, clause or sentence is omitted and not replaced in the
second sentence of a pair.
What are you doing? Fishing.
Conjunctions are words indicating cohesive ties. They are indicated in italics in the
following sentences.
I like her and she likes me.
I always do my homework so I got good grades.
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Instruction

When beginning the instructional portion of this program, the teacher needs to have
a reasonably good grasp of the abilities, interests, and attitude of his students. Most, if
not all, of the techniques listed in this section should be presented to the students, at one
time or another. After trying the techniques, the students should be allowed to choose
the methods they prefer, or at least make recommendations for those they would like to
utilize. The teacher should make sure that modeling, practice, and cooperative learning
are at the center of instruction. When the class and the teacher decide to narrow the
number of techniques used to improve content area reading, the following guidelines
should be adhered to:
1/ There should be provision for pre-reading and post-reading activities for every

reading assignment, if the technique chosen does not include both types of
activities. For example, if a heuristic is used, which is essentially a post-reading
activity, some pre-reading technique should also be used.
2/ All students should have a chance to use a technique they enjoy and comprehend.
It is too easy to concentrate strictly on concrete-sequential activities.
3/ If a technique is viewed as "make-work", the teacher should immediately address
the concern. Either abandon, modify or explain the technique.
4/ Most techniques address more than one of the concerns mentioned in chapter 2. It
is important to ensure that the areas of vocabulary and comprehension are
addressed with every reading assignment.
5/ Reading should be fun. Enthusiasm is contagious. Both these sentences are
cliches, but they fit this program. Nothing can bum out unless it has been lit.

The Keyword Method
Source: Konopak, B.C., Williams, N.L. (1988)
Time required: one period for introduction
C. A. R. concerns addressed: vocabulary development, comprehension, students'
interest, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed : creativity
Description: This mnemonic technique is very simple to introduce; it simply involves
tying an interesting picture to a new concept or especially a new
vocabulary word. This is a high-energy technique.
Potential problem: Discipline could be a concern as students get involved. Misspelling
could result.
Methodology: Introduce early in the year. Creative students will be especially attracted
to this method. Follow the steps for every lesson. Acknowledge any
attempt at using this method, as it involves risk-taking for a vulnerable
age group.
Step 1: Select the key facts or words to be learned.
Step 2: ldentify a keyword matching each fact or word.
Step 3: Create a picture combining the new fact and the keyword.
Step 4: Draw this picture or write a statement describing the mental picture.
Step 5: Explain the method to the students.
Step 6: Model the use of the method.
Step 7: Guide the student through the method, using simple examples.
Step 8: Complete guided exercises to verify that the students learn correctly.
Step 9: Show the student when it is appropriate to use this method.
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Concept of Definition
Source: Schwartz, R.M. (1988). Related source: Hayes, D. (1988)
Time required: one or two periods for introduction
C. A. R. concerns addressed: vocabulary development, comprehension, students'
interest, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: creativity, logic
Description: This technique is tied to graphic organizers, especially those based on
semantic webs. It is strongly based on schema theory and on the
recognition of relationships.
Potential problem: The apparent simplicity of this method hides the need for students
to concentrate and examine multiple relationships between new
vocabulary and prior knowledge
Methodology: Introduce early in the year. Sequential students will enjoy this
technique. Emphasize individuality, as students will relate new vocabulary
to different personal schema. This technique asks students to base learning
on prior experience and the context of their textbook, not dictionaries.
Step 1: Select the key words to be learned.
Step 2: Demonstrate purpose by illustrating the importance of organization and
structure in memory and comprehension. One possible exercise takes ten minutes.
Display a deck of playing cards at random, and ask students to commit the cards to
memory. Ask them to recall the cards. Immediately after, display the cards sequentially
by suit and order. Emphasize the importance of organization and structure.
Step 3: Using a concrete word known by all, such as desert, ask students to brainstorm
information about that word. On an overhead or at the board, illustrate how all
information given by the students fit in one of three categories: what it is, what it is like,
and what are some examples of it.
Step 4: Have students map themselves, then evaluate effort in small groups
Step 5: Model the use of this method with one of the words you previously selected.
Step 6: Ask students to do the same with other words. First supply partially completed
definitions. Allow cooperative learning.
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Three-Level Study Guides
Source: Bean, T.W., & Ericson, B.O. (1989).
Time required: variable preparation time for each passage assigned, one-period for
introduction at the beginning of the year
C. A. R. concerns addressed: comprehension, students' interest, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: homework supervision
Description: The study guide attempts to extend
Potential problem: If this technique is introduced, it should be pursued, since some
students and many parents will see it as concrete validation of the reading
process. If not designed properly, study guides may become simple fill-inthe-blanks exercises, with no real comprehension or thinking occurring.
Methodology: Creating study guides requires preparation; following the following
steps will make it simple and complete. Introduce early in the year.
Sequential students will enjoy this technique.
Step 1: Read the text and identify the crucial points of importance. Subdivide them in
explicit facts and implicit facts.
Step 2: Write a three level study guide. Identify explicit questions as "Right There on
the Page", implicit questions by "Think and Search", and experience-related questions
as "On Your Own".
Step 3: Model the use of the guide with questions from each category.
Step 4: For the first time, students read the text and answer the questions in small
groups ..
Step 5: Thereafter, students are to read the text and answer questions by themselves.
Group correction of answers can follow.
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The Extended Anticipation Guide
Source: Smith, R.J. (1987).
Related source: Duffelmeyer, F.A., Baum, D.D., & Merkley, DJ. (1987)
Time required: variable preparation time for each passage assigned, one period for
introduction at the beginning of the year
C. A. R. concerns addressed: comprehension, students' interest, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: homework supervision
Description: this is a multi-level study guide combined with student responses to
factual statements. In contrast to regular anticipation guides, the extended
anticipation guide forces the student to intently interplay with new
information provided by a text.
Potential problem: if this technique is introduced, it should be pursued, since some
students and many parents will see it as concrete validation of the reading
process.
Methodology: due to its design and the inclusion of students' responses, the extended
anticipation guide requires careful reading and involvement. It requires
advanced preparation.
Step 1: Read the text and identify the points of importance. Subdivide them in explicit
facts and implicit facts.
Step 2: Write basic statements regarding the facts identified in step 1. Students will be
asked to agree or disagree with those statements before and after reading the text.
Randomize true and false statements.
Step 3: Write a three level study guide. Identify explicit questions, implicit questions,
and experience-related questions.
Step 4: Model the use of the guide with questions from each category.
Step 5: Students react to the statement, then read the text. After reading, the student
relates in his own words how beliefs expressed before the reading had to be
accommodated. A group discussions is a valid activity at this point.
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Connection Questions
Source: Muth, K.D. (1987).
Time required: one period for introduction
C. A. R. concerns addressed: generic reading skills, comprehension, students'
interest
Other concerns addressed: logic and reasoning
Description: Connection questions are built on patterns of compare-contrast, cause and
effect, etc., which are the basis of most content area text. Social studies
textbooks are particularly apt to be framed by such connections. Note their
relation to cohesive ties.
Potential problem: Deficient students may require remediation in cohesive ties (See
remediation section). Challenging subject
Methodology: Peer tutoring or cooperative learning could be of great use with this
technique. This instructional session may be quite trying for all, but it
should generate high interest. Try combining what is learned here with
non-fiction writing.
Step 1: Choose a suitable content area text to introduce this topic.
Step 2: Identify how many of the following structures are present in the text: Analysis,
Cause-effect, Chronology, Compare-contrast, Definition, Enumeration, Illustration,
Problem solving. For clarification on each category, read Muth.
Step 3: Construct questions which relate to these structures as they happen internally in
the text.
Step 4: Construct questions which bring the readers personal experiences in contact
with the information in the text.
Step 5: Provide the students with a list of keywords describing these relationships (see
worksheet section).
Step 6: Let the students read the text, reminding them that they will answer questions
related to the text following the reading.
Step 7: Question the students; try to alternate internal structure questions with external
relationship questions.
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Graphic Organizers
Source: Johnson, L.L. (1989)
Related sources: Amerine, F.J. (1986); Foster-Havencamp, M. (1988)
Time required: Variable preparation time for each passage assigned, one period for
introduction at the beginning of the year
C. A. R. concerns addressed: Comprehension, prior knowledge, students' interest
Other concerns addressed: Creativity, logic
Description: The graphic organizers help students understand the key facts surrounding
an important event, using a graphical representation of the relationships
surrounding the key facts studied. It is similar to the concept of definition
technique studied under the topic of vocabulary instruction. It illustrates
all the types of relationships discussed under the technique of connection
questions.
Potential problem: At first, they require a lot of thinking from students to develop.
Methodology: Graphic organizers require advanced preparation from the teacher. They
should clearly demonstrate the relationship patterns related to the event or
concept studied. Graphic organizers are best introduced in conjunction
with the connection questions technique. They are most useful when
presented after reading.
Step 1: Choose a suitable content area text to introduce this technique.
Step 2: Identify how many of the following structures are present in the text: Analysis,
Cause-effect,Chronology, Compare-contrast, Definition, Enumeration, Illustration,
Problem solving. Distribute a handout listing the possible forms of graphic organizers
Step 3: Construct graphic organizer representative of each type of relationships, using
samples from the text. If a certain type of organizer is not represented in the text, create
one from the students' everyday experience.
Step 4: Distribute new examples of concepts to the students; have the students graph
them in small groups
Step 5: Emphasize the importance of graphic organizers. Discuss their suitability .When
using graphic organizers, content is more crucial than its form. They are much more
effective when presented after reading a section than when offered before the act of
reading.

)
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Graphic Organizer with Options Guide
Source: Bean, T.W., Sorter, J., Singer, H., & Frazee, C. (1986)
Time required: variable preparation time for each passage assigned, one period for
introduction at the beginning of the year
C. A. R. concerns addressed: comprehension, prior knowledge, students' interest
Other concerns addressed: forensics, critical thinking
Description: The graphic organizer portion helps students understand the key facts
surrounding an important event. The option guide encourages critical
thinking while holding great interest with the students. This technique
works with texts presenting a problem or event requiring resolution.
Potential problem: students may become opinionated, making classroom management
difficult.
Methodology: due to its design and the inclusion of students' opinions, the option
guide requires careful reading and involvement. It requires advanced
preparation from the teacher. The graphic organizer should clearly
demonstrate the relationship patterns related to the event or concept
studied.

)

Step 1: Have students develop graphic organizers after reading the text.
Step 2: Read and analyze the text, noticing possible predictable outcomes for important
concepts presented in the text.
Step 3: Construct a statement summarizing the situation described in the text, and write
possible and plausible options. Options should pertain to principal characters, timeline,
outcomes.
Step 4: After the students read the text (never before!), give a few minutes in class for
the students to read and complete the options guide in small group, encouraging
constructive discussions. Follow with class discussion.
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Using Reader Response Heuristic
Source: Brozo, W.G. (1988)
Time required: short preparation time for teacher; much time required from students
C. A. R. concerns addressed: prior knowledge, comprehension, students' interest
Other concerns addressed: affective education, creativity, cooperation
Description : This is a high interest technique squarely based on prior knowledge. It can
be used only occasionally, but it is extremely powerful. It asks for a
written response to reading, and demands multiple drafts. Strong social
interactions are also required.
Potential problem: students may become opinionated; careless students may hurt
authors' feelings.
Methodology: Due to its demands for affective responses, some subjects cannot easily
support this technique. Allow plenty of time for students to feel proud of
the written product. It is an excellent chance to combine language arts and
other content areas.
Step 1: When using reader response heuristic, the teacher begins by building a set of
triggering questions. They are of three types.
(1) What was of greatest interest in the text, or most exciting in the text?
(2) What are your feelings and attitude about the portion described in question (l)?
(3) What are the experiences you had that cause you to have those feelings and attitude?
Step 2: Instruct the student to write a short essay summarizing the feelings he
expressed when responding to the questions in step 1.
Step 3: Have students receive and react to input about the essay from peer readers.
They should observe the following guidelines.

Author: Answer questions about the essay; clarify your decisions
Take notes of suggestions
Try alternative, and get further feedback
Readers: Focus on meaning, not form
Look for concise answers to the three questions
Make sure the author used personal experiences
Ask questions, a lot of questions
Provide alternatives

)
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Using Guided Imagery

Source: Harp, B. (1988)
Time required: short preparation time for teacher; much time required from students
C. A. A. concerns addressed: prior knowledge, comprehension, students' interest,
vocabulary

Other concerns addressed: affective education, creativity, stress management
Description: When using guided imagery, the teacher asks the students to use prior
knowledge to create mental images of new concepts.
Potential problem: some people may feel this technique borders on hypnotism, or that
it tries to manipulate the students' minds. Immature or unruly students
may disrupts the flow of the method.
Methodology: This is a simple technique, but it requires strict adherence to some basic
steps to be successful. Prior to using it with a text, have the student
practice creating mental images of places they are familiar with.

Step 1: Read the text to be studied by students.
Step 2: Identify key areas which would elicit significant and important mental pictures
Step 3: Guide the students through some basic relaxation exercises. Reinforce the need
for all to stay quiet and concentrate on the task at hand.
Step 4: Making reference to all five senses, guide students through the key areas you
selected in step 2.
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Story Frames

Source: Walton, S., & Hoblitt, R. (1989)
Time required: one hour of preparation, twice one-half of a period for instruction
C. A. A. concerns addressed: comprehension, vocabulary, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: critical thinking, creativity
Description: Students attempt to predict the essential items of a text they will read.
After reading the text, they verify their answers.
Potential problem: It may be difficult to ensure participation by all. It can also be
noisy if students get enthusiastic, which is probable.
Methodology: Much guidance may be required, as is a thorough understanding of the
subject.
Step 1: Teacher prepares a list of terms characterizing people and events related to the
text and fitting within the following headings: major characters, settings, central issues,
plans, supporting events and ending.
Step 2: Students categorize the items under the headings, justifying their answers ..
Step 3: Using a story frame furnished by the teacher, students fill the blanks of the
frame using the items from the different headings. This can be done as a class, in small
groups, or individually.
Step 4: Students read the passage. Less capable students can be paired with more
proficient readers.
Step 5: Using a clean transparency of the story frame, the teacher fills the blank with
the help of the students, who can then verify their predictions and their reading
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The SQ3R Technique
Source: Jacobowitz, T. (1988)
Time required: Minimal preparation, time to read and review
C. A. R. concerns addressed: Comprehension, vocabulary, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: Critical thinking, memorization
Description: The steps for SQ3R are tied to its acronym: Survey, Question, Read,
Recite, and Review. Good technique for independent learning.
Potential problem: Many students may find this technique too time consuming
Methodology: Modeling the steps of the techniques aloud is the best way to introduce
this technique. Encourage much practice thereafter.
Step 1: Survey. During this step, the student becomes acquainted with the physical
characteristics and content of the text. Using self-questioning, the student tries to
activate prior knowledge. This is done by surveying the title, the introduction to the first
paragraph, the headings and the sentences following them, the title of maps, graphs and
charts, and finally the concluding paragraph.
Step 2: Question. Turn headings into questions; keep the questions from becoming
trivial or strictly factual. This is the most difficult aspect of the techniques, and much
instruction may be necessary to ensure success and retention of the technique.
Step 3: Read. Guessing answers in a fashion similar to the prediction step from Options
Guides, is done prior to the actual reading of the text. Students need to be aware of any
problems they are encountering during the reading, and should take appropriate steps
immediately to remediate any deficiencies.
Step 4: Recite. Transferring information from short term memory to long term memory
is done by immediately writing answers to the questions of step 2 after completing step
3. If an answer does not come to mind, the student should return to the text at this time
and find the answer. Paraphrasing is the key at this point.
Step 5: Review. The student goes back to the heading from which questions were
previously written, and attempts to recall both questions and answers. Summarizing is a
good way to accomplish this step.
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The Multiple Response Technique
Source: Davey, B. (1989)
Time required: up to one hour per lesson
C. A. R. concerns addressed: comprehension, vocabulary, prior knowledge
Other concerns addressed: test preparation
Description: The multiple response technique allows teachers to build interest and
confidence in the text to be read and explains difficult vocabulary.
Potential problem: It may be difficult to ensure participation by all. It can also be
noisy if students do not respond by gestures.
Methodology: A lot of questions must be ready before beginning. Keep positive, and
acknowledge any tolerable answers. This technique can be used to assess
prior knowledge, as an oral version of option guides, to verify
understanding after reading, or to validate new vocabulary.
Step 1: Prepare questions, preferably on an overhead transparency. List some possible
answers below each question. One answer should be clearly correct.

If this technique is used/or post-reading, students read the text at this time.
Step 2: Present questions one at a time. Match each answer with a proper and different
gesture.
Step 3: Use clear command to demand an answer, such as: "Think! Ready! Respond!"
Step 4: Repeat for each of the questions you have prepared
Step 5: Follow with reading of the text if the technique was used as a pre-reading
exercise.
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Using Trade Books in the Content Area

Source: Wendelin, K.H. (1984).
Time required: variable for selection and preparation, 1 period for introduction.
C. A. R. concerns addressed: student interest, student experience
Other concerns addressed: integrating curriculum, narrative reading
Description: When using trade books in content areas, much of the dullness of the
subject matter is alleviated. Students' interest in the technical portions of
the topic is often increased.
Potential problems: This technique requires long-range planning: do not attempt to
use it unless you have time to prepare well.
Methodology: The preparation phase is extremely important, and must be completed
before attempting to schedule this unit in. It begs for integration with
language arts activities. Follow the basic methodology. Allow plenty of
time. Attempt to acquire audio-visuals related to the books.
Step 1: Identify the important concept in the subject area. A long list is not the goal
here; what you want are the truly important concepts for teaching the subject.
Step 2: Identify tradebooks available to help teach the concepts acquired in step 1.
Read the ones you believe you might use, and make a final decision on appropriateness.
Step 3: Using both the textbook and the trade book, teach the important concept you
have in mind. Use literature to enliven, clarify, or build interest in the subject you are
covering.
Step 4: After reading the literature and studying the subject, make sure the students are
provided with follow-up activities of interest allowing for self-correction and correction
of misconceptions. Those activities can be simple writing, drama, whole class writing
activities, drama, interviews.
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ORTA
Source: Lehman, B.A., & Crook, P.R. (1989).
Time required: up to one hour per lesson
C. A. R. concerns addressed: comprehension, vocabulary
Other concerns addressed: critical thinking, research, creativity
Description: The Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (ORTA) uses reasoning as the
basis of reading. Students learn to read from more than one source and to
compare information between books and with peers.
Potential problem: It can be difficult to accumulate enough trade books to furnish a
reasonable collection.
Methodology: Students must be prepared for long term project. This is a long-term
activity integrated with language arts. Prepare a list of the key concepts
and terms for the topic to be studied.
Step 1: Explain the objectives to the students: to learn how to use multiple sources to
collect information; to learn how to synthesize that information into a report or creative
presentation; to learn facts about a content area subject.
Step 2: Give the students a list of the key terms and concepts for the topic to be studied.
Have students form lists of questions they want or need answers for, using key terms
and concepts as basis for questions if in doubt or puzzled.
Step 3: Model researching answers by using tradebooks. Explain the use of indexes and
table of contents.
Step 4: Students practice researching, using a question of their choice.
Step 5: Students get in small groups and choose three to four questions among all the
ones they designed.
Step 6: Students research their questions, using more than one tradebook.
Step 7: Students share their answers, and discuss differences in answers.
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Improving Student Concentration

Source: Memory, D.M., & Yoder, C.Y. (1988).
Time required: multiple portions of periods
C. A. A. concerns addressed: comprehension, generic reading skills
Other concerns addressed: memorization
Description: This is a collection of technique. Students are invited to try each one of
them, to evaluate them for usefulness, and to choose one or more for
personal use.
Potential problem: Students may lose patience before being done with a complete
survey.
Methodology: It is important to tie the survey to practical, actual material.
Step 1: Prepare. Create a list of techniques related to improving concentration while
reading. You should be familiar with them. Some techniques are:
Do not fall behind on studying
Maintain interest in what you are reading
Read with a purpose
Be attentive to reading and reading only when it is the activity you are engaged in
Make good concentration a habit, not a forced procedure
Step 2: Explain that all techniques do not apply to all people. Tell the students they will
be asked to evaluate all the techniques and adopt one or more they believe work for
them.
Step 3: Have the students read in class and test the techniques described and modeled
by you.
Step 4: Students critique and discuss the techniques they have experimented with.
Step 5: Provide follow-up activities to test adherence to a pattern of concentration
techniques.
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Evaluation

At regular intervals, possibly the end of the semesters, it is important to evaluate
students' progress and program usefulness. Obviously, students who participate in a
remedial program would be evaluated more frequently. At the end of the first semester,
the simplest approach to estimating students' progress in general may be to repeat some
of the steps of initial assessment. The group reading inventory may be of great help in
this case. At the same time, program evaluation can be completed through selfexamination, observation and assessment by a peer teacher. Parents' comments,
administrative suggestions and modifications up to the time of the evaluation should be
taken into consideration.
More extensive evaluations may be performed at the end of the year. Regarding
students' performance, the plan may include another group reading inventory, as well
as repeating the survey of students' attitude toward reading. For program evaluation, a
simple survey of students' opinions can be performed. An example is furnished at the
end of this section.

Summative Evaluation of Program

Source: Not applicable
Time required: 15 minutes
C. A. R. concerns addressed: assessment of program
Other concerns addressed: self-esteem
Description: This survey attempts to record students feelings and opinions about the
content area reading instructional program.
Potential problem: Students may let personal feelings interfere with objective
evaluation portions of the survey
Methodology: The survey should be performed in a neutral environment, and
precautions should be clearly established to guarantee anonymity.
Step 1: Determine what were the goals of the content area reading program. Those
objectives should have addressed the concerns mentioned in chapter 2.
Step 2: Add or delete questions in the survey, in order to match each of the goals
established in step 1.
Step 3: Ask for a neutral person to come in to class, in order to administer the survey.
Step 4: Establish the need for complete and useful answers. Mention the need for
everyone to learn in the classroom, including teachers and administrators.
Step 5: Have the neutral person administer the survey. Evaluate answers and establish
recommendations for modifications to the program. Do not forget to notice the positive
points.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

This project was undertaken in answer to the apparent need of middle school
students at Lopez Island (WA) Middle School. Most of those students could not
adequately use content area textbooks. Finding solutions to the problem was the work
of two school years and three summers, and consisted of researching content area
reading techniques, and evaluating their practicality in a middle school setting.
Some of the techniques, such as SQ3R, the Cloze procedure, the textbook survey,
and graphic organizers, were used in class. Others, like the extended anticipation
guides, the Raygor readability formula, and the Keyword method, were not presented to
the students. Some of the untried techniques appear to be superior in interest and
usefulness. For example, the Fry graph is used to determine readability levels of
material, but a simpler procedure based on the Raygor readability formula, though
untested in the classroom, appeared even better. With the Raygor formula, students
themselves can combine their skills in language arts and mathematics while
determining the reading level of the supplemental material they choose to use in social
studies.
Other techniques demonstrate usefulness. The reading attitude questionnaire and the
interest inventory are appropriate methods to determine what might intrigue previously
bored students, thanks to their open-ended questions and statements, and their nonevaluative purposes. Group reading inventories, the Maze procedure, and textbooks
surveys are key elements to technically matching materials to students.
)

The concept of definition method is a superior approach for working on vocabulary
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problems, although graphic organizers may be more economical, time-wise, since they
also address general comprehension. The extended anticipation guides, combining three
level study guides and anticipation questions, may be the most efficient generic
technique addressing most of the concerns mentioned in chapter 2. Students of all
abilities and learning styles respond well to it. The technique can apply to vocabulary
acquisition, and touches multiple levels of comprehension. It also sanctions debate and
provides a means for review prior to testing. Finally, when the teacher wants to closely
integrate language arts and social studies, especially in the writing area, the use of
reader response heuristic and the directed reading-thinking activity are the techniques of
choice.
The traditional metacognitive technique, SQ3R, and its derivatives, such as PREY,
RESPONSE and S-RUN were disappointing. Even though they appeared frequently in
the research literature and were often highly praised, a few researchers argued that most
students did not favor them. This fact was demonstrated in the classroom, where trial
runs proved that they lacked practicality and failed to raise students' interest.
Obviously, a technique which fails to attract students will fall in disuse. It is therefore
recommended that teachers refrain from spending too much time instructing students in
techniques which, like SQ3R, may have a wide research and support base but fail to
address the interests and learning styles of middle school students.

If time or resources allowed it, research demonstrating the comparative worth of
related techniques could be of use. For example, it may be constructive and interesting
to compare the relative effectiveness of graphic organizers with option guides versus
extended anticipation guides. Until such a study is completed, it is up to the teacher to
trust test results and students' evaluations of the program when deciding which

)

techniques to rely on. It may also be worthwhile to extend the review of the literature to
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the years prior to 1986. The review of the literature was comprehensive for the years
1986 through 1990, but older articles may have revealed some items of interest.
All this is irrelevant if the content area teacher persists in the usual approach to
content area reading, which is to ignore the problem, knowing the students will be in an
upper grade the next year. Even the least effective technique, if presented with
enthusiasm by a competent teacher would be beneficial. When it comes to reading,
ignorance is not bliss, it is aggravation.
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Name:- - - - - - - -- -8th grade Core
The Raygor Readability Formula
Step 1: Count out three 100-word sections at the beginning, middle and end of the text
you want to read. Count proper nouns (such as Bill, Montreal, Chevrolet), but not
numbers.
Step 2: Count the number of sentences in each 100--word section (NS 1 , NS 2 , NS 3 ). If

you end in the middle of a sentence. Divide the number of words needed to complete
the 100 word count, and divide by the total number of words in that last sentence. Tum
the fraction into a decimal, and round out to the nearest tenth.
Step 3: Count the number of words with more than five letters in each section; we will
call them difficult words (DW 1, DW 2, OW 3 ).
Step 4: Average the sentence length ( ASL) and the number of difficult words (ADW)
measures over the three sections and plot those averages on the Raygor Graph. The
grade level nearest the spot marked is the best estimate of the difficulty of the selection.

Worksheet

Total number of sentences
NS 1=
_
NS 2 =
_
+NS3 = _____

Total number of difficult words
DW 1=
_
DW 2 =
_
+DW 3 = _ __

Average number of sentences (ASL)
NSt -;- 3 = ASL.
-;- 3= _ _ _
Average number of difficult words (ADW)
DWt -;-3= ADW.
_ -;-3= _ _
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The Raygor Readability Estimate
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32

36
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Name:- -- - -- - - - 8th grade Core
Reading Attitude Questionnaire
Directions: Complete each sentence in whatever way describes you best.
1. Reading books at home is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

2. The best book I ever read was - - - -- - - - - -- - - --

--

3. Reading is hard w h e n - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- -

4. Most books are - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

5. When I see a library, I - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - --

6. I think reading - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - --

7. When a teacher reads to us - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- -

8. I think the newspaper _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

9. My favorite magazine i s - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - --
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Name:- -- - - - - -- 8th grade Core
Interest Inventory
Directions: Complete each sentence in whatever way describes you best.
1. My favorite television show is-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. My favorite kind of music is - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- 3. If I could get one person's autograph, it would be _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
4. On the weekend, I like to - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- 5. My favorite sport is - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - 6. I like to read about

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

7. The part of the newspaper I read first is - - - - - -- - - - - -- 8. I like to collect

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

9. I enjoy movies about------- - - - - - - - -- - - -10. Most evenings, I - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 11. If I had three wishes, they would be:

a. - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - ---

b. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

c. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -
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Cloze Procedure Sample
The sky was a pure pale blue, the pale blue it gets to be when spring turns into summer.
Jean-Pierre was laying down on his back, beside the
_ ____ of his house. He
birds and waiting

trees on the north

spending time there, staring _____ the
planes to go by.

_ _ _ __ see, Jean-Pierre was nuts _____ planes. He liked model _ _ __ _
too, and he enjoyed _____ good cartoon like any _ _ ___ his age, but planes
_____ where his heart was.
your mama, you

his papa often said, "

your papa, you love

_____ calf, but sometimes I
His papa liked to

dog, your sister and

you love planes even

him a lot about

to the

"

; he was very proud

_____ Jean-Pierre. Ever since he
been observing, playing

love

been a little boy,

studying planes. His parents

, to plane museums, or

_____ a plane, but they

had
took him

airshows. They could not
supporting his hobby.

Jean-Pierre _ _ _ __ a nice and smart _ _ ___ year old boy; even _ _ _ __
he was an exceptional _ _ ___ , he didn't show off _ ____ it. In fact, he
_____ pretty quiet about it, _ _ __ _ preferred to play with _ __ __
friends when he had

chance. He also enjoyed

_____ computers; he had good
the
Today was the

he played that he

and he did so

at some of

often beat his mama

papa.

Monday of his summer

_ ____ break from reading one

on one of his

, and he was taking

the books his first

teacher

had lent him for the summer. The sky looked pretty, and he was busy dreaming about
flying when a low moan came from the clouds above.
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Maze Procedure Sample
In each set of parentheses, circle the word which makes sense the most.

The sky was a pure pale blue, the pale blue it gets to be when spring turns into summer.
Jean-Pierre was laying down on his back, beside the (plum, horse, have) trees on the
north (car, side, blue) of his house. He (enjoyed, ate, they) spending time there, staring
(of, at, all) the birds and waiting (for, by, love) planes to go by.
(They, You, Big) see, Jean-Pierre was nuts (fast, against, about) planes. He liked
model (dogs, trains, hot) too, and he enjoyed (a,this,shoot) good cartoon like any (boy,
licorice, him) his age, but planes (wanted, his, were) where his heart was. (Like, Behind,
Smoke) his papa often said, "(They, Must, You) love your mama, you (cut, love, brown)
your papa, you love (my, snake, your) dog, your sister and (their, your, light) calf, but
sometimes I (think, old, walk) you love planes even (due, less, more)".
His papa liked to (fire, at, kid) him a lot about (laces, planes, swimming); he was very
proud (by,of,sink) Jean-Pierre. Ever since he (watched, litter, had) been a little boy,
(Jean-Pierre, Albert, straight) had been observing, playing (but, and, ours) studying
planes. His parents (often, quickly, up) took him to the (airport, running, pool), to plane
museums, or (from, left, to) airshows. They could not (write, close, afford) a plane, but
they (enjoyed, sold, candy) supporting his hobby.
Jean-Pierre (was, left, paper) a nice and smart (seventy, divorce, six) year old boy;
even (after, they, though) he was an exceptional (to, reader, cat), he didn't show off (for,
about, new) it. In fact, he (wanted, now, was) pretty quiet about it, (since, love, and)
preferred to play with (his, her, bread) friends when he had (a, them, their) chance. He
also enjoyed (working, spelling, bill) on one of his (country's, saving, papa's)
computers; he had good (jeopardy, coordination, too), and he did so (poorly, banister,
well) at some of the (bananas, him, games) he played that he (was, feather) would often
beat his mama (and, to, a) papa.
Today was the (blue, forever, first) Monday of his summer (vacation, Jeff, feeling),
and he was taking (the, a, kitchen) break from reading one (from, of, mess), the books
his first (grade, I, alien) teacher had lent him for the summer. The sky looked pretty, and
he was busy dreaming about flying when a low moan came from the clouds above.
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Three Level Study Guides
Partial Sample

Name:-- - - - - - - - - 8th grade core
Study guide for Unit 13
Read the following questions, than the unit. Conclude by answering the questions
1. Right there on the page
When did George Washington begin his attack against Princeton?
2. Think and Search
Why didn't the British soldiers repel Washington's attack?

3. On Your Own
What could have gone wrong during Washington's attack?
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Extended Anticipation Gulde
Partial Sample
Name: _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
8th grade core
Study guide for Unit 13
Option guide: Before you begin reading this unit, take a moment to put a check mark by
any of the statements with which you agree. Use the column entitled "Anticipation."

1. The Americans were well equipped at the beginning

of the Revolutionary War.
2. The Americans had no training in fighting
3. The American people paid high taxes to support
their army.

Anticipation
1.

2.
3.

Reaction
2.

2.
3.

Read the following questions, than the unit. Conclude by answering the questions.
1. Right there on the page
When did George Washington begin his attack against Princeton?
2. Think and Search
Why didn't the British soldiers repel Washington's attack?
3. On Your Own
What could have gone wrong during Washington's attack?
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8th Grade Core/Social Studies
The Five Types of Graphic Organizers

Graph Type

Use

Example

Star
Tree

Concepts
Hierarchies

Chart

Similar concepts

Chain
Sketch

Changes over time
Seeing a description

Constitution
Organization of the three
branches of government
Different Native American
Tribes
How a bill becomes a law
Conestoga wagon
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Name:- -- -- -- - -- 8th Grade Core/Social Studies
Using The Five Types of Graphic Organizers
Using the textbook selection provided, choose which type of graphic organizer will
work best, and draw it on this sheet of paper.
The graphic organizer that will work best is ... (circle one)
Star
Tree
Chart
Chain
Your graphic organizer:
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Sketch

Name: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

)

8th grade core
Sample Story Frame for Little Red Riding Hood
Students will help build these lists, as explained in chapter 4.
Major characters: Little Red Riding Hood, Grandma, Grandpa, the Wolf, the
Woodsman, the Mother, the Father, the dog.
Setting: the Forest, the doctor's office, Little Red Riding Hood's house, Grandma's
house, the mall, the school.
Central Issue or Problem: trusting, running away, euthanasia, being careful around
strangers, child abuse, eating, taking care of elders.
Plan: bringing food, buying poison, getting Alka Seltzer, checking credentials, taking
candy from strangers, going to MacDonald.
Supporting Events: hunting, getting directions, getting acquainted, answering
questions, euthanasia, asking questions, eating, killing.
Ending: freeing kidnap victim, arrest, calling police, shoot-out.

Students fill-in the story frame. They may use the words above.

The event takes place (choose from setting list) ...
(Choose from characters) is a major character who ...
A problem occurs when (choose from character and/or problem lists) .. .
To solve the problem, (Character)decides to (choose from plans list) .. .
Next, (choose from supporting events) ...
The problem is solved when (choose from supporting events list) ...
This event ends (choose from ending list) ...
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